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Diplomová práce se zabývala využitím trabekulárních struktur jako náhrady za povrchovou 
úpravu stávajících implantátů, což je umožněno prostředníctvím aditivní výroby, která 

dovoluje komerční produkci různorodých tvarů s proměnnou porozitou. 
Nejprve se autor věnoval popisu anatomie a histologie lidského těla, aditivní výrobou  

a přehledem druhů implantátů, které jsou běžné v oblasti implantologie. 
Dále následuje výběr nejefektivnějšího uspořádání porézní struktury z hlediska výrobního 
a biokompatibilního. Na základě vybrané struktury byly vyrobeny vzorky z titaničité slitiny 

Ti6Al4V, které podstoupily mechanické zkoušky v tlaku. 
Následně byl vytvořen numerický model, který byl metodou curve-fitting upraven, aby 

odpovídal mechanickým testům. 
Součástí práce je též porovnání trámčitých a stěnových pórovitých struktur se zaměřením 

na mechanické vlastnosti a množství výrobních vad.

10.2 Load program and analysis settings

Therefore, all of the specimens had to be loaded by the remote displacement 1 mm/min.In
general, the rigid body has 6 degrees of freedom which I need to constrain. In consonance
with the experiment, I fixed all of the degrees on one side of the gyroid structure by fixed
support. On the opposite side, I set the loading by remote displacement. The remote dis-
placement loading had rigid behaviour and ramped rotation around all axes in order to
represent the experiment as much as possible

((a)) One side of the gyroid is constrained by the
fixed support. It is labelled by blue colour

((b)) Yellow colour of the gyroid platform rep-
resent the remote displacement loading

Figure 10.2: The constrains and loading of the gyroid structure

As we said in chapter 9.3, we assume just elastic part of the stress-strain curve because
of implant safety reasons. We do not accept the state when there is plastic deformation
which can lead to the loss of the implant. During observation of stress-strain curves of
gyroid structures in chapter 9.2, I noticed that 150 MPa is the point when all of the gyroid
structures start the process of hardening. Naturally, this value of stress is achieved under
different forces based on gyroid morphology and different strain.

Let us discuss the computation of model input for one gyroid. First of all, we had to
state the force reaction which is caused by remote displacement. We obtained the value of
force which caused stress equal to 150 MPa from experiment data:

Fmodel gyroid =
Fexperimental gyroid ∗ Amodel gyroid

Aexperimental gyroid

Fmodel gyroid =
Fexperimental gyroid ∗ 3 ∗ 3

14 ∗ 14

(10.1)

, where Fmodel gyroid stands for force reaction caused by remote displacement,
Fexperimental gyroid stands for value of force obtained from experiment which caused stress
equal to 150 MPa, Amodel gyroid stands for contact loading area of gyroid which underwent
experimental testing, Amodel gyroid stands for contact loading area of gyroid model. The
calculated force had to correspond with the force probe on the top of the loaded model.
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Figure 10.3: The deformation of gyroid structure in meters

Figure 10.4: In the figure, we can see a cross-section of equivalent stress in Pa. We can
see singularities in the edges of the cross section. In multi-gyroid structure,
these singularities do not exist. They are product of the simplyfication of
the whole gyroid structure. After cutting of the multi gyroid structure, there
were created sharp edges. In the loading process, these are the places where
maximum stress is shown.
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8 Geometrical model

was done by the Selective laser method in the machine M2 Cushing Laser in the protective
Argon atmosphere. After printing the structures had to undergo thermal treatment to elim-
inate the residual stress. It was done in a vacuum furnace where the temperature reached
840◦C in 4 hours. Afterward, the temperature stopped for 2 hours and then cooled down
to 500◦C.

((a)) Dode Thick ((b)) Diamond ((c)) Rhombic
dodecahedron

Figure 8.1: Three types of structure were generated in software Magics. In the upper row,
we can find basic cells of the structure while in the lower row we can see figures
of the multicell matrix of the structure

Figure 8.2: The production process

Afterward, the structures underwent visual examination which revealed few defects.
The significant defects were in the border area between the trabecular structure and the
homogenous part. It is assumed that fractures were made due to thermal expansion. Al-
though the specimen has 2 border areas, the fractures were found just in one. It is assumed
when the trabecular part is printed before the homogeneous part, the cooling velocity of
the trabecular part is higher than the cooling velocity of the homogenous part. The struts
of the trabecular part were shorted in a short time which led to fractures. We can see the
fractures in the figure 8.3.
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